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Phase I
Projects descriptions, registrations at FORS inventory, available Codebooks and publication list

Phase I

IP1 INVENTORY

Inventory of Individual Statistical Data on Migration to, from and within Switzerland in a Post-Census World
Philippe Wanner (University of Geneva) and Rosita Fibbi (University of Neuchâtel)

Exploring international and internal forms of multiple migrations: Evidence from Switzerland 1998-2013
Jonathan Zufferey (PI), Ilka Steiner

Interrelations between Family and Migration Trajectories
Ilka Steiner, Philippe Wanner (PI)

Vital Statistics
Mapping Demographics

Migration-Mobility Survey. Survey on living as a migrant in Switzerland
Ilka Steiner (PI), Philippe Wanner (PI), Gianni D’Amato (PI), Aljoscha Landös

Migration Mobility Survey 2016-2018
Migration Mobility Survey 2016
Mobilité spatiale et intégration résidentielle dans le parcours de vie. L'influence du statut migratoire.
Julie Lacroix (PI)

IP2 IMPACT

Mapping the Demographics of the New Forms of Mobility and Measuring Their Socioeconomic Impact
Philippe Wanner (University of Geneva)

Employment Trajectories of Recent Immigrants in Switzerland
Elena Vidal-Coso (PI)

Female Employment after Childbirth: Differences between Native and Immigrant Women in Switzerland
Elena Vidal-Coso (PI)

Modeling Future Migration Trends and their Impact on the Swiss Pension System
Alice Milivinti (PI)

Jonathan Zufferey (PI)

Skill Composition and Occupational Incorporation of Early and Recent Immigrants in Switzerland: The Case of
Elena Vidal-Coso (PI)

IP3 LEGAL-REGIME

From “Traditional” to “New” Migration: Challenges to the International Legal Migration Regime
Alberto Achermann (University of Bern) and Jörg Künzli (University of Bern)

Civil Status Recognition in the European Union
David De Groot (PI)

From “Traditional” to “New” Migration: Challenges to the International Legal Migration Regime
Marion Panizzon (PI), Marek Wieruszewski, Barbara von Rütte, David De Groot, Alberto Achermann (PI), Jörg Künzli (PI)
Schengen Visa Policy. The Human Rights Perspective
Marek Wieruszewski (PI)

The Right to Citizenship in International Human Rights Law
Barbara von Rütte, Alberto Achermann (PI)

New Wine in Old Skins? Containing “New” Migration with the Traditional Framework – The Example of Sans-Papiers in Switzerland
Martina Caroni (University of Lucerne)

Determining the Best Interests of the Child: The Case of Sans-Papiers Children in Switzerland
Jyothi Kanics, Martina Caroni (PI)

The Law and Economics of Migration Policy
Alberto Achermann (University of Bern)

Legal Pluralism and Efficiency in International Marriage Law
Alberto Achermann (PI), Philip Hanke, Rorick Daniel Tovar Galván

The Emergence of a European Law on Foreigners
Sarah Progin-Theuerkauf (University of Fribourg)

The emergence of a European Law on Foreigners
Sarah Progin-Theuerkauf (PI), Margarite Zoeteweij, Teresia Gordzielik

Integration through Active Labor Market Policies
Giuliano Bonoli (IDHEAP Lausanne)

Integration through Active Labor Market Policies
Giuliano Bonoli (PI), Daniel Auer (PI), Flavia Fossati

Survey of recruitment practices in the hotel sector in Switzerland
The Mobility of the Highly Skilled towards Switzerland
Walter Leimgruber (University of Basel)

Civic engagement of recent migrants in Switzerland
Metka Hercog (PI)

Comparative Case Study on the Situation of Refugees at Universities in France, Germany, and Switzerland
Katrin Sontag (PI), Tim Harder, Walter Leimgruber (PI)

Intermediaries, Channels and Privileges: A Journey into the Mobility of the 'Highly Skilled' towards Switzerland
Laure Sandoz (PI), Anne-Catherine Wagner, Walter Leimgruber

The Mobility of the Highly Skilled Towards Switzerland
Laure Sandoz, Metka Hercog, Katrin Sontag, Walter Leimgruber (PI)

Labor Market Effects and the Political Economy of “New” Migration to Switzerland
Tobias Müller (University of Geneva)

Attitudes towards Immigrants in Switzerland
Veronica Preotu, Tobias Müller (PI)

Labor Market Effects and the Political Economy of ‘New’ Migration to Switzerland
Tuan Nguyen, Tobias Müller (PI), Veronica Preotu, Andrea Ariu

Labor Market Effects

The Economic Impact of New Migration and Integration Issues
Alois Stutzer (University of Basel)

Attitudes towards immigrants, foreigners’ location choices and support of the welfare state
Alois Stutzer (PI), Michaela Slotwinski (PI), Severin Zimmermann

The role of non-citizen voting rights in migrants’ integration
Alois Stutzer (PI), Michaela Slotwinski (PI), Cédric Gorinas, Dominik Hangartner, Stefan M. Schütz
| IP12 INTEL-STUDENTS | International Student Mobility between the South and the North  
Etienne Piguet (University of Neuchâtel) |
|----------------------|----------------------------------------------------------------|
|                      | **International Students in Switzerland. Trajectories, Stay Rates and Intentions of Post-Graduation Mobility**  
Annique Lombard (PI) |
|                      | **Datasets linking Swiss scholar information system and migrant data** |
|                      | **New directions in policies of international student migration: Switzerland in global comparative perspective**  
Yvonne Riaño (PI) |

| IP13 EXCLUSION | Restricting Immigration: Practices, Experiences and Resistance  
Christin Achermann (University of Neuchâtel) |
|----------------|----------------------------------------------------------------|
|                | **Practices, experiences and perceptions of immigration detention: An ethnography of detention facilities in Switzerland**  
Laura Rezzonico (PI), Christin Achermann |
|                | **Restricting Immigration: Practices, Experiences and Resistance**  
Laura Rezzonico, Christin Achermann (PI), Jana Häberlein, Jonathan Miaz, Anne-Laure Bertrand |
|                | **Immigration Detention in Switzerland (2011-2017)** |

| IP14 CITIZENSHIP | Unity and Diversity in Cohesion: Immigration, Citizenship and Federalism  
Cesla Amarelle (University of Neuchâtel) and Gianni D’Amato (University of Neuchatel) |
|------------------|----------------------------------------------------------------|
|                  | **The Regional Dynamics of Integration and Citizenship Regulation: An International Comparative Perspective**  
Anita Manatschal (PI), Jean-Thomas Arrighi de Casanova, Verena Wisthaler, Christina Zuber |
| IP15 PHILOSOPHY | Citizenship and Immigration: An Empirical and Normative Analysis of Swiss Philosophy of Integration  
Matteo Gianni (University of Geneva) |
|-----------------|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| IP16 GENDER     | Gender as Boundary Marker in Migration and Mobility: Case Studies from Switzerland  
Janine Dahinden (University of Neuchâtel) |
| IP17 FAMILIES   | “New Migration” and New Forms of Integration: Families in Geographical Itinerancy  
Tania Zittoun (University of Neuchâtel) |
| IP18 DISCRIMINATION | Discrimination as an Obstacle to Social Cohesion  
Gianni D’Amato (University of Neuchâtel) and Rosita Fibbi (University of Neuchatel) |
|                 | Ethnic discrimination in hiring decisions in the Swiss labour market  
Eva Zschirnt (PI) |
The Interplay of Social Norms and Intergroup Contact in Understanding Immigration Attitudes in Multicultural Societies

Eva G. T. Green (University of Lausanne) and Juan Manuel Falomir-Pichastor (University of Lausanne)

The interplay of social norms and intergroup contact in understanding immigration attitudes in multicultural societies

Eva Green (PI), Juan Manuel Falomir Pichastor (PI), Oriane Sarrasin, Emilio Paolo Visintin, Jacques Berent

Asylum Policy and Refugee Integration in Norway, Sweden and Switzerland

Dominik Hangartner (University of Zurich)

Phase II

Projects descriptions, publication list and data collection instruments

HUB

A Socio-Historical and Demographic Perspective on Migration and Mobility

II-IP22 HISTORY

Mobility, Diversity, and the Democratic Welfare State: Contested Solidarity in Historical and Political Comparative Perspective

Gianni D’Amato (University of Neuchâtel)

Analysis of documents - open Policy documents
Analysis of documents - standardized Electronic Archives (CH, DE, SE)

II_IP22_HISTORY: Mobility, Diversity, and the Democratic Welfare State: Contested Solidarity in Historical and Political Welfare State: Contested Solidarity in Historical and Political Gianni D’Amato (PI)
II-IP23 DATA

Explaining and Interpreting Migration Flows and Stocks
Philippe Wanner (University of Geneva)

- Secondary analysis - aggregate data
- Secondary analysis - individual data
- Standardized interviews - by e-mail
- Standardized interviews - by telephone

Indicators of Migration
Longitudinal database, linkage with ESS
Migration-Mobility Survey
Migration-Mobility Survey

Explaining and Interpreting Migration Flows and Stocks in Switzerland
Philippe Wanner (PI) (a)

Module I

Migration and Social Inequalities

II-IP24 MLG-TRADE

Migration Governance through Trade Mobilities
Sandra Lavenex (University of Geneva)

- Analysis of documents - standardized
- Qualitative interviews

Legislation, court proceedings
Experts interviews

Migration Governance through Trade Mobilities
Marion Panizzon (PI), Sandra Lavenex (PI), Paula Hoffmayer

II-IP25 TRADE-GENDER

Migration and Labor Market Inequality: The Role of Skills, Gender and Trade
Tobias Müller (University of Geneva) and Martina Viarengo (The Graduate Institute, Geneva)

- Secondary analysis - aggregate data
- Secondary analysis - individual data

Trade data, SSES, Labor Force Survey
Linked surveys /SSES, Labor Force Survey
II-IP26 INEQUAL-RESILIENCE

Overcoming Inequalities in the Labor Market: Can Educational Measures Strengthen the Agency and Resilience of Migrants, Refugees, and Their Descendants?

Wassilis Kassis (FHNW School of Education) and Didier Ruedin (University of Neuchâtel)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>Eye-Tracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative interviews</td>
<td>Hiring decisions experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary analysis - individual data</td>
<td>International household panels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized interviews - by e-mail</td>
<td>School-Migrants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overcoming Inequalities in the Labor Market: Can Educational Measures Strengthen the Agency and Resilience of Migrants, Refugees, and Their Descendants?

Didier Ruedin (PI)
Wassilis Kassis
Eva Van Belle

II-IP27 WELFARE

Welfare: Inclusion and Solidarity

Giuliano Bonoli (University of Lausanne) and Francesco Maiani (University of Lausanne)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of documents - open</td>
<td>Legal texts, policy reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>Survey experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative interviews</td>
<td>Process tracing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary analysis - individual data</td>
<td>Survey data, not specified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Welfare: Inclusion and Solidarity

Angie Gago, Giuliano Bonoli (PI), Francesco Maiani (PI)

Module II

Citizenship and Social Cohesion

II-IP28 URB-CITIZENSHIP

Perimeters of Multilayered Democratic Citizenship in a Mobile and Multicultural World

Matteo Gianni (University of Geneva) and Walter Leimgruber (University of Basel)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of documents - open</td>
<td>Policy analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus groups</td>
<td>Anthropological fieldwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation - participant</td>
<td>Anthropological fieldwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative interviews</td>
<td>Policy analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Perimeters of Multilayered Democratic Citizenship in a Mobile and Multicultural World

Katrin Sontag, Matteo Gianni (PI), Walter Leimgruber (PI)
### II-IP29 INTEGRATION

**Governing Migration and Social Cohesion through Integration Requirements: A Socio-Legal Study on Civic Stratification in Switzerland**

Christin Achermann (University of Neuchâtel) and Stefanie Kurt (HES-SO Valais-Wallis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of documents</td>
<td>Legal texts, internal guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>Administrations, courts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative interviews</td>
<td>Administrations, courts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary analysis</td>
<td>Longitudinal data from Phase I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Governing Migration and Social Cohesion through Integration Requirements: A Socio-Legal Study on Civic Stratification in Switzerland (II_IP29_Integration)**

Stefanie Kurt (PI), Lisa Marie Borrelli, Christin Achermann (PI), Luca Pfirter

### II-IP30 NATURALIZATION

**Non-Citizen Voting Rights, Naturalization and Integration**

Dominik Hangartner (ETH Zurich), Alois Stutzer (University of Basel)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>Naturalization incentive experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus groups</td>
<td>Encouragement mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary analysis</td>
<td>SFSO, structural data on cantons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary analysis</td>
<td>Swiss, Swedish and Danish register data, Illegal behavior accusations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(SFSO), Structural survey and linked administrative data (SFSO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized interviews</td>
<td>Non-citizen voting (2017 data collection)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Naturalizing Switzerland**

Alois Stutzer (PI), Dominik Hangartner (PI), Michaela Slotwinski, Severin Zimmermann

**The Role of Non-Citizen Voting Rights in Migrants’ Integration**

Alois Stutzer (PI), Michaela Slotwinski, Severin Zimmermann, Dominik Hangartner (PI)
Module III

Transnational Mobilities and Complex Diversities

II-IP32 ENTERPRENEURSHIP

Migrant Entrepreneurship: Mapping Cross-Border Mobilities and Exploring the Role of Spatial Mobility Capital
Yvonne Riaño (University of Neuchâtel) and Etienne Piguet (University of Neuchâtel)

Observation - participant Fairs, festivals
Qualitative interviews Experts, gatekeepers
Secondary analysis - individual data SLFS, Migration-Mobility survey

Migrant Entrepreneurship in Switzerland: Mapping Cross-Border Mobilities and Exploring the Role of Spatial Mobility Capital
Christina Mittmasser (PI)

Border Mobilities and Exploring the Role of Spatial Mobility Capita
Yvonne Riaño (PI), Etienne Piguet (PI), Laure Sandoz, Christina Mittmasser
II-IP33 AGEING

Transnational Ageing: Post-Retirement Mobilities, Transnational Lifestyles and Care Configurations
Mihaela Nedelcu (University of Neuchâtel) and Eric Crettaz (HES-SO Geneva)

- Focus groups: Retirees associations, local actors
- Observation - without participant: Swiss retirees abroad
- Qualitative interviews: Swiss retirees abroad
- Standardized interviews - by e-mail: Survey in Switzerland and abroad

Mobilities, Transnational Lifestyles, and Care Configurations
Mihaela Nedelcu (PI), Eric Crettaz (PI)

II-IP34 TRANSNATIONALITIES

Small Localities at the Outskirts of Europe: Transnational Mobilities, Diversification and Multi-Scalar Place-Making
Tania Zittoun (University of Neuchâtel) and Janine Dahinden (University of Neuchâtel)

- Analysis of documents - open: Available documents
- Observation - without participant: Small localities
- Qualitative interviews: Villagers

Small Localities at the Outskirts of Europe: Transnational Mobilities, Diversification, and Multi-Scalar Place-Making
Emmanuel Charmillot, Janine Dahinden (PI), Tania Zittoun (PI), Oliver Pedersen

II-IP35 DIFFUSION

The Mobility of Migration Policies: Pathways and Consequences of the Diffusion of Migration Policies
Joachim Blatter (University of Lucerne), Fabrizio Gilardi (University of Zurich)

- Analysis of documents - open: Official documents
- Qualitative interviews: Key actors
- Secondary analysis - aggregate data: OECD countries

The Mobility of Migration Policies: Pathways and Consequences of the Diffusion of Migration Policies
Joachim Blatter (PI)
Secondary analysis (9)

Secondary data refers to data that was collected by someone other than the user. Common sources of secondary data for social science include censuses, information collected by government departments, organisational records and data that was originally collected for other research purposes. Primary data, by contrast, are collected by the investigator conducting the research.

**Expected documentation**
- Codebook from data provider.
- If data was customized for the project, Codebook in DDI standard.

**Expected archived data**
None if dataset is referenced in the documentation.

Qualitative interviews (9)

In qualitative interviews the interviewees are given space to expand their answers and accounts of their experiences and feelings. Moreover, their answers are not pre-categorised in the interview schedule. If group interaction is part of the method, use “Focus group”.

**Expected documentation**
- Exhaustive list of anonymized interviews with relevant characteristics and
- Interview guideline.

**Expected archived data**
- Sample of anonymized transcript.

Analysis of documents (7)

Documentary analysis is a type of qualitative research in which documents are reviewed by the analyst to assess an appraisal theme. Dissecting documents involves coding content into subjects like how focus group or interview transcripts are investigated. Standardized analysis allow quantitative interpretation of results.

**Expected documentation**
- Exhaustive list of documents and coded variables.

**Expected archived data**
- Sample of anonymized content.

Observation (5)

Research method that involves collecting data as they occur (for example, observing behaviors, events, development of condition or disease, etc.), without attempting to manipulate any of the independent variables.

**Expected documentation**
- Exhaustive list of anonymized field observations with relevant characteristics.

**Expected archived data**
- Sample of anonymized transcript.

Standardized interviews (4)

A structured interview (also known as a standardized interview or a researcher-administered survey) is a quantitative research method commonly employed in survey research. The aim of this approach is to ensure that each interview is presented with exactly the same questions in the same order.

**Expected documentation**
- Codebooks according to DDI standard

**Expected archived data**
- Exhaustive anonymized dataset

Experiment (4)

Research method involving the manipulation of some or all of the independent variables included in the hypotheses.

**Expected documentation**
- Codebooks according to DDI standard

**Expected archived data**
- Exhaustive anonymized dataset
Focus groups (3)

*A group discussion on a particular topic, organized for research purposes. The individuals are selected with relevance to the topic, and interaction among the participants is used as part of the method.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expected documentation</th>
<th>Expected archived data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List of sessions with relevant variables.</td>
<td>Sample of anonymized transcript.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the digital version of this document, IP labels, Codebooks and Inventory references are linked to specific websites:

- External sources: nccr-onthemove.ch
- forsbase.unil.ch
- zotero.org
- Find the latest version of this document: www.nccr-onthemove.ch/DataManagement/Inventory.pdf
- andreas.perret@nccr-onthemove.ch